What Attendees Said...

90% NIGP Forum Attendees Satisfied Overall
93% Would Recommend To a Colleague

“Each year I return to my agency with practical, applicable ideas and strategies learned from keynote speakers, from the breakout session presenters, and from engaging with others on topics relevant to our profession.”

THERESA ANGEL

Activities that met or exceeded expectations.

92% Speaker Presentations
91% Networking Opportunities
89% Educational Sessions

“NIGP Forum is an experience of a lifetime! The knowledge and the well-rounded people that you meet and the inspiration you gain from speakers, is unmatched. I have never experienced anything like it. Everyone genuinely cares about what they do, and that in essence makes you proud of what you do! I encourage all procurement professionals to attend.”

CLARY PERALTA-COLON

Why They Attended...

“Coming to Forum allows me to remind myself that what I do matters, and gives me insight into improving myself and my job. It is the best value ever!”

MARY H. GOODWIN

Register to Attend
August 23 - 26, 2020. Chicago, IL

NIGP: The Institute for Public Procurement
www.nigp.org/forum
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